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Preface

The Massachusetts Association of School Committees is very pleased to provide this impor-
tant publication on the role of the chair as part of its District Governance Support Project.  
We have specifically tailored this to both current and aspiring chairs because it is important 
to prepare the next generation of leadership.  For many communities, the school commit-
tee chair is the face of the school district.  Skillful chairs have guided their school committees 
guiding the members through difficult debate, leading in perilous economic times, tackling 
challenging issues, and mentoring new members.

In preparing this document, we have been fortunate to have the benefit of experience from 
the staff of MASC who represent more than 100 years of service on and for school commit-
tees.  The work of the District Governance Support Project was funded in part through a 
grant from the Race to the Top program and with the support of the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Elementary and Secondary Education.

In addition to those listed, we are also grateful to MASC Field Directors James Hardy, Michael 
Gilbert and Patricia Correira who contributed to the development of this publication and to 
former MASC President Joseph Santos of Ludlow who inspired the first professional develop-
ment program for school committee chairs.  
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INTRODUCTION
“Servant	of	the	Assembly,”	“First	among	equals,”	“Chief	Volun-
teer.”		These	are	some	of	the	descriptions	of	Board	Chairs.		John	
Carver,	renowned	expert	on	board	governance,	describes	the	job	
of	chair	as	one	that	“requires	skilled	handling	of	group	process,	
an	ability	to	lead	a	group	fairly	but	firmly,	to	confront	and	even	
to	welcome	its	diversity	and	to	adhere	to	agreed-upon	rules	for	
board	conduct.”		(“Boards	That	Make	a	Difference”	p.144).	

Clearly,	being	chair	of	a	school	committee	involves	much	more	
than	presiding	over	meetings.		It	takes	time,	attention	to	detail,	
leadership	skills,	interpersonal	skills,	communications	skills	and	
knowledge	of	the	legal	obligations	of	the	board.		Chairing	a	
public	board,	such	as	a	school	committee,	has	a	unique	set	of	
challenges.		Meetings	take	place	in		public	and	Open	Meeting	
Laws	restrict	communications	that	take	place	between	meetings.		
Since	members	are	chosen	by	voters,	philosophies	and	concerns	
of	members	can	vary	greatly,	but	opportunities	to	converse	and	
get	to	know	fellow	committee	members	is	limited.		While	the	
committee	must	act	as	one,	constituents	have	unlimited	access	
to	individual	members	and	often	don’t	fully	understand	an	indi-
vidual	committee	member’s	limited	power.		Some	responsibilities	
are	defined	by	law,	but	the	grey	area	that	exists	between	law	and	
practice	is	vast.		An	effective	chair	can	successfully	lead	the	com-
mittee	to	surmount	these	challenges,	focus	on	student	achieve-
ment	and	accomplish	the	mission,	vision	and	goals	of	the	district.

The	overarching	mission	of	every	school	committee	is	“continu-
ous	improvement	in	student	achievement”,	according	to	the	
National	School	Boards	Association.		Further,	effective	school	
committees	play	a	critical	role	in	supporting	student	achieve-
ment	in	their	districts.		While	this	may	seem	intuitively	obvious	to	
those	who	observe	school	committees	in	action,	research	on	the	
governing	practices	of	school	committees	has	also	confirmed	this	
observation.		
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NSBA’s	research	arm,	the	Center	for	Public	Education	has	identified	eight	
traits	of	highly	effective	school	boards	that	positively	impact	student	achieve-
ment:

1.	Effective	school	boards	commit	to	a	vision	of	high	expectations	for	student	
achievement	and	quality	instruction	and	define	clear	goals	toward	that	vision.

2.	Effective	school	boards	have	strong	shared	beliefs	and	values	about	what	
is	possible	for	students	and	their	ability	to	learn,	and	of	the	system	and	its	
ability	to	teach	all	children	at	high	levels.	
 
3.	Effective	school	boards	are	accountability	driven,	spending	less	time	on	
operational	issues	and	more	time	focused	on	policies	to	improve	student	
achievement.	

4.	Effective	school	boards	have	a	collaborative	relationship	with	staff	and	the	
community	and	establish	a	strong	communications	structure	to	inform	and	
engage	both	internal	and	external	stakeholders	in	setting	and	achieving	dis-
trict	goals.

5.	Effective	school	boards	are	data	savvy:	they	embrace	and	monitor	data,	
even	when	the	information	is	negative,	and	use	it	to	drive	continuous	im-
provement.	
 
6.	Effective	school	boards	align	and	sustain	resources,	such	as	professional	
development,	to	meet	district	goals.		Effective	boards	see	a	responsibility	to	
maintain	high	standards	even	in	the	midst	of	budget	challenges.	

	7.	Effective	school	boards	lead	as	a	united	team	with	the	superintendent,	
each	from	their	respective	roles,	with	strong	collaboration	and	mutual	trust.	
 
8.	Effective	school	boards	take	part	in	team	development	and	training,	some-
times	with	their	superintendents,	to	build	shared	knowledge,	values	and	
commitments	for	their	improvement	efforts.	

Chairs play a critical role in ensuring that their committees adhere to the district’s mission by 
guiding and focusing the committee’s work.	An	effective	committee	must	have	the	trust	and	re-
spect	of	staff	and	community,	and	chairs	must	gain	the	respect	and	trust	of	colleagues	in	order	to	
lead	the	committee	to	success.	

This	handbook	is	designed	to	provide	information	and	guidance	to	school	committee	chairs	so	
they	can	build	the	knowledge	and	skills	necessary	to	be	effective	in	their	roles.		
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THE CHAIR AS A LEADER
As	“first	among	equals,”	the	chair	is	responsible	to	the	committee,	
not	the	other	way	around.		The	chair	has	only	the	authority	granted	
to	him	or	her	by	colleagues.		Remember,	according	to	Robert’s Rules 
of Order,	the	chair	is	the	“Servant	of	the	Assembly,	not	its	Master.”		A	
successful	chair	will	remember	the	advice:	“Lead	as	you	would	be	
led.”			

Beyond	running	effective	meetings,	the chair has the responsibil-
ity to guide the committee’s work.	Working	with	the	superinten-
dent,	the	chair	plays	a	key	role	in	keeping	the	committee	organized	
and	focused	on	the	district	mission,	vision	and	goals.		It	is	also	the	
responsibility	of	the	chair	to	ensure	that	the	committee	stays	orga-
nized	around	regular	yearly	tasks.	

In	addition	to	efficiently	guiding	the	committee’s	work,	a	good	chair	
works	to	make	the	committee	successful.		This	means,	in	essence,	
working	to	make	every	member	successful.		Members	who	feel	val-
ued,	who	feel	their	strengths	and	interests	are	being	put	to	good	use	
and	who	feel	they	are	being	treated	fairly	will	be	more	willing	and	
able	to	focus	on	the	work	of	the	committee.		Most	members	will	ap-
preciate	working	on	a	committee	where	leadership	is	shared	rather	
than	residing	solely	with	the	chair.		It	is	up	to	the	chair	to	organize	
the	committee’s	work	to	make	the	best	use	of	the	strengths	different	
committee	members	have	to	offer.	 Effectively, then, the chair can 
help the committee be greater than the sum of its parts.

OPERATING PROTOCOLS/SELF-EVALUATION
Effective	school	committees	work	to	build	trust	and	take	time	to	de-
velop	as	a	team	with	the	superintendent.		Taking	the	time	to	discuss	
and	agree	upon	expectations	of	HOW	the	team	will	work	together	
will	allow	members	to	concentrate	on	WHAT	needs	to	be	accom-
plished.		Discussing	how	to	navigate	the	many	grey	areas	that	exist	
before	they	become	issues	will	prevent	problems	that	get	in	the	way	
of	focusing	on	student	achievement.		One	way	to	do	this	is	to	agree	
upon	a	set	of	Operating Protocols	that	guide	how	the	committee	
and	superintendent	team	will	work	together.		
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Operating	Protocols	cover	the	following	topics:
•	Who	the	school	committee	represents
•	How	it	will	conduct	business	
•	How	it	will	communicate
•	How	it	will	improve
•	What	are	the	limits	of	power
•	What	happens	when	things	go	wrong

Some	sample	protocols	are	in	the	Appendix.		

The	school	committee	needs	to	take	responsibility	for	itself	–	for	how	
well	it	has	governed,	conducted	meetings,	built	relationships,	and	
accomplished	its	own	goals,	etc.	The chair can oversee a periodic 
self-evaluation so the committee can reflect on its collective work 
and each individual can reflect on his/her own work.  An	annual	
workshop,	in	addition	to	working	on	goals,	can	provide	the	opportu-
nity	for	this	reflection	and	discussion.		In	addition,	a	workshop	held	
soon	after	a	committee	has	reorganized	can	become	a	time	to	orient	
new	members.		It	also	provides	the	opportunity	to	review	and,	if	ap-
propriate,	revise	the	Operating Protocols. 

Operating	Protocols	cover	areas	of	school	committee	operations/
relationships	both	at	and	outside	of	meetings.		While	the	chair	cer-
tainly	has	a	large	responsibility	to	ensure	that	the	work	of	the	com-
mittee	at	meetings	runs	smoothly	and	stays	on	target,	the chair has a 
responsibility outside the meeting room	as	well.		Members	come	to	
the	committee	with	different	interests,	different	philosophical	view-
points,	different	skills	and	different	communication	styles.		Some-
how,	all	these	differences	must	combine	to	create	a	synergy	if	the	
committee	is	to	be	productive.		The	alternative	is	a	committee	where	
differences	get	in	the	way	and	nothing	gets	done.		The	skillful	chair	
can	work	with	members	to	mentor	them	and	to	help	resolve	differ-
ences	or	other	factors	that	are	getting	in	the	way	of	productive	work.		

Operating	Protocols	can	provide	a	basis	for	talking	with	members	if	
problems	arise.		While	there	are	no	fixed	rules	in	dealing	with	mem-
bers	who	make	thoughtful	debate,	principled	dissent,	collaboration,	
unity	and	effective	meetings	difficult,	a thoughtful chair could be 
an important mentor and guide to such potentially disruptive indi-
viduals.		Superintendents	can	often	be	helpful	in	giving	guidance,	
but	may	be	reluctant	to	intervene.			A	chair	who	makes	sure	every	
committee	member’s	opinion	is	heard	and	valued	will	go	a	long	way	
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toward	ensuring	that	committee	members	stay	focused	on	the	work	
at	hand	rather	than	becoming	distracted	by	interpersonal	bickering	
and	personal	agendas.

A	self-evaluation	can	be	conducted	using	a	committee’s	own	Oper-
ating	Protocols	or	a	different	tool.		Using	the	committee’s	protocols,	
individual	members	can	rate	the	extent	to	which	each	protocol	was	
met	on	a	scale	to	set	the	basis	for	starting	a	discussion.		Looking	
both	at	areas	where	there	is	agreement	that	protocols	need	work	
and	areas	where	members	have	differing	viewpoints	can	lead	to	
conversations	about	how	to	improve	or	how	to	alter	the	protocols	to	
better	serve	the	committee.

Other	tools	for	self-evaluation	are	available	from	MASC	and	may	be	
particularly	useful	if	a	committee	has	not	yet	established	Operating	
Protocols.		A	governance	rubric,	based	on	the	District	Governance	
Program	is	included	in	the	Appendix.		No	matter	what	tool	is	used,	
the	value	of	a	self-evaluation	lies	in	the	opportunity	to	reflect	on	how	
the	committee	is	working	together	and	what	it	might	do	to	improve.

GOAL SETTING
Setting	goals	has	several	components.		The	first	is	articulating	the	
mission,	vision	and	overarching	goals	(sometimes	referred	to	as	a	
strategic	plan,	strategic	objectives	or	district	improvement	plan)	for	
the	district.		The	committee	has	a	role	in	ensuring	that	goals	set	in	
school	improvement	plans	and	other	district	goal-setting	documents	
are	aligned	to	the	overall	district	goals.		Secondly,	the	committee	
must	ensure	that	shorter	range,	specific	goals	are	in	place	to	move	
the	district	ever	closer	to	achieving	its	vision.		This	involves	setting	
the	SMART	goals*	for	the	superintendent	and	setting	SMART	goals	
for	what	the	committee	hopes	to	achieve	in	the	short	term.		For	the	
committee,	this	may	involve	policy	work,	deciding	how	resources	in	
the	district,	particularly	in	the	budget,	can	be	best	leveraged	to	set	
the	district	on	the	right	course,	or	what	changes	to	seek	in	a	contract	
negotiation.		These	specific,	SMART	goals	for	both	the	superinten-
dent	and	the	committee	should	include	key	actions	and	bench-
marks.

With the superintendent, the chair should plan adequate time for 
the committee to have these discussions.		It	is	up	to	the	committee	
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to	ensure	that	goal-setting	is	done	with	integrity	and	that	the	longer	
term	goals	reflect	the	community’s	vision	and	values.		The	shorter	term	
goals	should	be	also	SMART	and	should	help	drive	the	district	toward	
achieving	the	articulated	vision.		

Often,	a	workshop	or	retreat—at	least	annually—will	allow	time	for	the	
school	committee	and	superintendent	to	have	these	in-depth	discus-
sions	and	for	everyone	to	have	ample	input	to	reach	consensus.		A	
workshop	often	takes	place	in	a	less	formal	setting	than	a	regular	
business	meeting,	allowing	for	a	more	free-flowing	dialogue.		While	
the	workshop	is	a	posted	public	meeting,	it	need	not	be	a	time	when	
decisions	are	finalized,	but	rather	when	information	is	exchanged	that	
may	lead	to	a	formal	decision	at	a	later	time.		In	the	case	of	the	super-
intendent	evaluation,	the	information	from	the	workshop	may	go	to	a	
subcommittee	that	will	work	with	the	superintendent	to	draft	SMART	
goals	for	consideration	by	the	full	committee.

MONITORING PROGRESS 
After	goals	have	been	set,	the	committee	has	a	responsibility	to	moni-
tor	the	progress	toward	the	goals.		The chair can keep the committee 
organized around monitoring progress and routine tasks by working 
with the superintendent to develop a year-long agenda.		The	key	ac-
tions	and	benchmarks	in	the	superintendent	and	committee	SMART	
goals	can	provide	a	guide	to	scheduling	the	presentations	on	student	
achievement	and	goals	throughout	the	year.	A	year-long	agenda	gives	
committee	members	the	opportunity	to	convey	questions	well	in	
advance	of	presentations	and	it	gives	presenters	ample	time	to	pre-
pare.			In	addition,	a	year-long	agenda	can	help	keep	track	of	annual	
“administrative”	tasks	of	the	committee,	such	as	handbook	approvals,	
public	hearings,	policy	review,	superintendent	evaluation	and	budget	
development.			Having	a	year-long	agenda	tied	to	district	goals	and	
addressing	concerns	will	remind	committee	members	that	their	con-
cerns	have	a	place	on	the	agenda	at	the	appropriate	time.		It	also	helps	
ensure	that	everyone’s	voice	is	heard	and	that	all	committee	members	
have	input	into	the	direction	of	the	committee	and	the	district.

Effective	school	committees	are	accountability	driven	and	use	data	to	
monitor	progress.		Often	data	on	student	achievement	comes	to	the	
committee	in	the	form	of	presentations	at	school	committee	meetings.		
Using	goal	documents,	the	chair	can	work	with	the	superintendent	to	
develop	a	schedule	of	academic	presentations	that	inform	both	the	
committee	and	the	community	about	the	progress	toward	the	goals	
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and	about	the	process	of	continuous	improvement	in	the	district.		Pre-
sentations	can	also	inform	the	committee	of	what	future	actions	may	
be	needed	to	jump-start	or	continue	progress.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Committee	members	need	a	certain	base	of	knowledge	in	order	to	
be	effective.	This	includes	a	working	knowledge	of	the	school	district	
—the	organization,	the	programs	and	curriculum,	the	budget,	data	
to	monitor	progress,	and	other	factors.		It	also	includes	a	knowledge	
of	the	laws	and	regulations	related	to	education	and	the	work	of	the	
committee.	And,	further,	it	includes	keeping	current	on	developments	
in	education	and	in	state	and	federal	legislation	that	may	affect	the	
district.		Knowledge	of	the	school	district	is	often	gained	from	presen-
tations	at	school	committee	meetings.		Other	information	comes	from	
outside	sources,	such	as	MASC.	A chair can help members develop 
the skills and knowledge they need by mentoring new members, or 
asking other members to take on the role of mentor.		S/he	can	 
also	encourage	members	to	attend	conferences	and	events	to	build	
knowledge,	such	as	MASC	conferences	and	training	events	and	
MASC	Division	Meetings.		The	chair	can	invite	state	legislators	to	
meetings	to	present	information	on	relevant	state	activities	and	to	
help	the	legislators	understand	the	needs	and	challenges	of	the	 
district.

BETWEEN MEETINGS
Beyond	simply	running	the	meetings,	the	chair	has	a	significant	role	
to	play	between	meetings.		Often,	this	is	where	the	communication	
and	interpersonal	skills	of	the	chair	come	into	play.		The	chair	can	
facilitate	communications	between	members	and	the	superinten-
dent,	can	assist	members	in	getting	information	they	need	to	make	
decisions	and	can	help	build	relationships,	or	rebuild	them	if	things	
go	awry.	 The ability to ask questions, to listen and to understand 
communication styles can be invaluable tools to a school committee 
chair.		In	addition,	the	ability	to	explain	the	roles	and	responsibilities	
of	the	committee	vs.	those	of	the	superintendent	and	to	keep	mem-
bers	true	to	their	operating	protocols	is	important.		

The chair often has the responsibility for making sure that informa-
tion flows to the appropriate parties between meetings.		Informa-
tion	exchange	can	take	different	forms	and	have	different	levels	of	
urgency.		Members	may	need	to	be	informed	of	a	critical	incident	in	
a	timely	way.		The	superintendent	may	need	to	be	informed	of	parent	
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or	constituent	concerns.		The	chair	can	help	ensure	that	member	re-
quests	for	information	get	to	the	superintendent	and	receive	a	proper	
response.		

Often,	the	chair	has	information	that	the	rest	of	the	committee	is	not	
privy	to.		The	superintendent	may	use	the	chair	as	a	sounding	board	
for	potential	or	upcoming	decisions	that	s/he	is	not	yet	ready	to	pres-
ent	to	the	full	committee.		The	superintendent	may	inform	the	chair	of	
a	developing	situation	concerning	staff	or	students	that	is	confidential.		
For	example,	a	superintendent	may	know	that	an	administrator	will	be	
resigning,	but	doesn’t	want	to	let	others	know	until	the	written	resigna-
tion	is	in	hand.		As	with	many	other	aspects	of	chairing	a	committee,	
there	are	not	many	hard	and	fast	rules	about	conveying	information.		In	
general,	though,	respecting	confidentiality	and	avoiding	surprises	are	
important.		There	are	times	when	the	chair	may	be	the	conduit	for	com-
munication	and	times	when	s/he	is	a	gatekeeper.		Discussions	with	the	
full	committee	about	roles	and	responsibilities,	as	well	as	discussions	
about	expectations	can	help	both	the	chair	and	superintendent	devel-
op	a	good	sense	of	what	information	members	of	the	governance	team	
expect	and	feel	is	important	so	they	can	act	accordingly.	

EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT MEETINGS
It	is	up	to	the	chair	to	work	with	the	superintendent	on	planning	meet-
ings	that	focus	on	student	achievement	and	goals.		But,	that’s	just	one	
part	of	running	an	efficient	meeting.

Efficient	meetings	start	with	a	well-planned	agenda.		A	good	meeting	
will	include	a	range	of	items	such	as	academic	presentations,	monitor-
ing	progress	toward	goals	and	administrative	matters.		A	clear	agenda	
will	let	people	know	what	topics	will	be	considered,	the	outcome	ex-
pected	for	each	item	and	any	next	steps	that	will	occur.		For	example,	
whether	an	item	is	a	matter	for	information,	for	discussion	or	for	a	for-
mal	vote.		Some	committees	find	it	helpful	to	note	anticipated	times	for	
discussion	to	help	keep	the	meeting	on	track.

Most	often,	the	chair	will	work	with	the	superintendent	to	plan	the	
agenda,	however,	the	agenda	belongs	to	the	committee.		Members	
may	request	that	items	be	placed	on	the	agenda.		If	a	chair	does	not	
feel	the	item	is	appropriate	for	the	requested	agenda,	s/he	may	suggest	
a	better	time	to	address	the	item	based	on	topics	on	the	year-long	

agenda,	or	explain	the	rationale	for	keeping	it	off.		The	committee	can	
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override	the	chair,	by	majority	vote,	to	place	an	item	on	the	agenda.

The	Open	Meeting	Law	requires	that,	when	a	meeting	is	posted,	a	
summary	of	the	items	that	“the	chair	reasonably	anticipates”	being	
discussed	be	included	in	the	posting.		If	something	new	arises	after	the	
posting,	the	summary	can	be	amended;	it	is	not	subject	to	the	48-hour	
advance	notice.		If	something	arises	that	the	chair	did	not	reasonably	
anticipate,	it	would	not	be	a	violation	of	the	Open	Meeting	Law	to	dis-
cuss	the	topic.

Effective	school	committees	have	varied	and	purposeful	meetings	
focused	on	student	achievement.		The	agenda	should	reflect	this	em-
phasis.		Handling	routine	items	through	a	consent	agenda	is	one	way	
to	clear	time	for	meaningful	discussion	on	student	achievement	related	
topics.		

MEETING POINTERS
The chair sets the tone for the meeting.  	Most	certainly,	being	well-pre-
pared	and	well-organized	is	important.	Making	sure	attendees	feel	wel-
come	and	know	what	to	expect	is	important	as	well.			Members	should	
have	done	their	homework	before	the	meeting	and	be	prepared	to	
discuss	and	act	upon	the	items	that	come	before	the	committee.		This	
will	help	the	meeting	flow	efficiently.		And,	while	rules	are	important,	
the	chair	should	remain	flexible	enough	so	that	the	meeting	isn’t	too	
technically	managed	or	doesn’t	give	the	impression	that	the	meeting	is	
more	about	order	than	about	outcome.

Committees	generally	have	a	set	of	rules	they	follow	to	facilitate	an	
effective	meeting.		Often,	this	is	Roberts Rules of Order Newly Revised 
or	some	variation.		Smaller	committees	are	very	often	more	relaxed	in	
applying	Roberts Rules,	but	a	set	of	agreed-upon	procedures	is	neces-
sary	for	an	orderly	meeting.		At	a	minimum,	the	chair	should	follow	the	
agenda	unless	there	is	a	good	reason	to	depart	from	it	and	enforce	the	
rule	that	only	the	speaker	recognized	by	the	chair	has	the	floor.	In	addi-
tion,	the	chair	should	make	certain	that	everyone	who	wants	the	oppor-
tunity	to	speak	has	the	opportunity	to	do	so	before	others	speak	again.

In	conducting	the	meeting,	there	are	a	few	pointers,	gathered	by	MASC	
in	working	with	school	committee	chairs,	which	can	be	helpful	in	ensur-
ing	a	successful	meeting:	

•	Chairs	need	to	be	cautious	about	taking	liberties	with	procedures	for	
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him/herself.		Doing	so	invites	others	to	do	the	same.

•	The	chair	can	sometimes	expedite	action	by	declaring	consensus	on	
a	matter	to	move	the	meeting	along.		For	example,	the	chair	can	state:		
“Without	objection	we	will	declare	the	minutes	approved;	proceed	to	
the	next	agenda	item;	take	an	item	out	of	order;	or	close	public	com-
ment.”
	 At	the	same	time,	a	chair	should	be	cautious	of	declaring		 	 	
	 unanimity	when	members	truly	want	to	express	their	opinion	and			
	 record	their	votes.

•	Similarly,	chairs	should	avoid	“dead	air	time”	at	meetings.		Once	peo-
ple	have	had	a	chance	to	voice	their	opinion,	the	chair	should	move	the	
discussion	along	rather	than	allowing	the	opportunity	for	repetitious	or	
unnecessary	comment.

PRESENTATIONS
Academic	presentations	by	administrators	or	district	staff	are	an	integral	
part	of	school	committee	business.		They	help	keep	the	committee	and	
the	public	informed	of	the	ongoing	work	of	the	district.		Presentations	
are	also	an	important	tool	for	the	school	committee	in	monitoring	the	
progress	of	district	goals.		It	can	also	serve	to	keep	the	community	ap-
prised	of	the	activities,	progress	and	needs	of	the	schools.	Successful	
presentations	provide	the	committee	with	the	information	it	needs	to	
evaluate	progress	toward	the	district’s	goals.		

The chair plays a key role in making sure presentations are substan-
tive and make good use of the committee’s time.	To	expedite	and	help	
ensure	that	presentations	are	as	efficient	and	informative	as	possible,	the	
chair	might	want	to	share	some	important	guidelines	with	presenters	in	
advance.	Presenters	should	have	clear	direction	on	the	information	the	
committee	would	like	to	hear	and	the	questions	it	would	like	answered	
so	that	the	committee	gets	the	information	it	needs	to	assess	progress.		
Clear	guidelines	also	prevent	time	being	spent	providing	the	commit-
tee	with	information	that	is	not	relevant	to	what	they	want	to	hear	about.		
Some	committees	have	developed	outlines	to	give	guidance	to	present-
ers	for	meaningful	and	well-targeted	presentations.		A	sample	outline	
can	be	found	in	the	Appendix.	

The	chair	can	also	work	with	the	superintendent	to	provide	members	
with	materials	for	presentations	in	advance,	most	often	in	the	meeting	
packet.		When	members	can	prepare	in	advance,	presenters	can	use	
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their	time	to	highlight	the	important	materials	and	allow	more	time	for	
discussion.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Public	participation	at	school	committee	meetings	may	take	several	
different	forms.		It	can	range	from	a	public	comment	period	at	a	regular	
school	committee	meeting	to	public	hearings	to	public	forums	to	meet-
ings	following	a	critical	event.		There	are	some	similarities	and	some	
differences	in	how	these	various	meetings	are	handled.

Some	general	guidelines	for	when	the	public	is	addressing	the	commit-
tee	include:

The	chair	should	set	a	welcoming	tone	for	the	meeting	and	make	sure	
people	are	aware	of	the	information	they	need	regarding	the	purpose	
of	the	meeting,	protocols,	time	frame	and	speakers.		The chair should 
also make attendees aware that confidentiality must be respected and 
that speakers cannot disclose private information.		This	includes:

•	 Confidential	information	about	a	particular	student	–	including	the		
	 speaker’s	own	child.
•	 Confidential	information	related	to	personnel.
•	 Health	or	medical	information	protected	as	confidential.
•	 Rumor	presented	as	fact	that	compromises	the	privacy	rights	of		
	 stakeholders.

It is the responsibility of the chair to protect confidentiality should a 
speaker begins to violate it.

The	public	should	also	be	aware	of	whether	or	not	the	committee	will	
be	responding	to	comments	and	questions.		At	times,	it	may	be	best	to	
allow	people	to	speak	without	a	response	from	the	committee	or	super-
intendent.

PUBLIC COMMENT 
A	school	committee	meeting	is	a	meeting	in	public,	not	a	public	meet-
ing.		Therefore,	the	public	can	only	participate	with	the	permission	of	
the	chair.		A	public	comment	period	as	a	standing	agenda	item,	howev-
er,	fosters	community	engagement	and	can	provide	the	committee	with	
some	valuable	feedback.

Committees	have	various	guidelines	for	public	comment.		Whatever	
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protocols	a	committee	follows,	it	is	often	helpful	to	include	them	on	
the	agenda.		MASC’s	recommended	guidelines	for	public	comment	
periods	are	included	in	the	Appendix.

PUBLIC HEARINGS
Public	hearings	usually	deal	with	a	particular	subject,	often	a	timely	
matter	of	interest.			They	may	be	in	response	to	a	recent	crisis	or	local	
issue.		Annually	the	school	committee	will	also	conduct	one	or	more	
public	hearings	on	the	budget.		Sometimes,	committees	host	hearings	
on	controversial	issues	such	as	school	closings,	redistricting	or	other	
topics	that	affect	many	people.		

Public	hearings	often	begin	with	a	welcome	and	introduction,	explana-
tion	of	the	purpose	of	the	meeting,	protocols	and	timelines	and	other	
information	that	attendees	need	to	know.		The chair should also ex-
plain the timeframe for the meeting, who will speak, when public dis-
cussion will take place and what present and future outcomes might 
be.		It	may	also	be	appropriate	to	provide	a	background	or	summary	
of	the	meeting	topic.		For	example,	if	the	public	deals	with	a	proposal	
to	redistrict	the	schools,	the	superintendent	might	explain	the	planning	
process,	groups	involved,	information	gathered	and	preliminary	ac-
tions	prior	to	the	meeting.

The	chair	has	a	special	challenge	during	these	meetings	to	build	cred-
ibility	for	the	committee,	establish	an	orderly	process	for	discussion,	
engage	the	public	and	keep	the	focus	on	the	matter	at	hand.		The	chair	
also	has	a	responsibility	to	diffuse	tension	or	anxieties.		When	the	topic	
of	a	public	meeting	is	controversial	or	emotionally	charged,	the	chair	
must	often	deal	not	only	with	the	efficiency	of	the	meeting,	but	also	
possible	misinformation.	Veteran chairs and town meeting moderators 
advise their colleagues to remain calm at all times and think carefully 
about how what they say or do may be perceived by the audience in 
the meeting room or by those viewing on local cable. 	A	chair	can	also	
help	diffuse	tension	by	assuring	the	public	that	there	will	be	ample	op-
portunity	to	participate	and	by	encouraging	all	to	follow	the	appropri-
ate	procedure	for	speaking	and	responding.

No	matter	how	large	the	meeting	or	how	controversial	the	issue,	if	a	
meeting	is	run	fairly,	the	public	generally	accepts	the	rules	and	guid-
ance	of	the	chair.		Even	if	a	decision	is	made	after	the	meeting,	the	
public	is	more	likely	to	accept	it	if	the	chair	is	effectively	impartial.
A MINUTE ON MINUTES
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At	times,	minutes	can	become	a	point	of	contention	for	school	com-
mittees.		Members	may	want	to	make	sure	their	comments	are	reflect-
ed	in	the	minutes,	make	sure	their	name	appears	prominently	in	the	
minutes	or	wish	to	revise	the	minutes	for	various	other	reasons.		The	
chair,	working	with	the	recording	secretary,	can	help	diffuse	this	issue	
by	having	a	good	understanding	of	what	minutes	should	contain.

Minutes	must	include	“the	date,	time	and	place	of	the	meeting,	
names	of	all	committee	members	present	or	absent,	a	summary	of	
the	discussions	on	each	subject,	a	list	of	documents	and	other	exhib-
its	used	at	the	meeting,	the	decisions	made	and	the	actions	taken	at	
each	meeting	including	the	record	of	all	votes.”		(MGL	Chapter	30A,	
Section	22)		School	committee	minutes	generally	also	list	others	pres-
ent	at	the	meeting	including	the	superintendent	and	other	district	
faculty	and	staff	members.		When	members	of	the	public	speak	dur-
ing	public	comment	period,	their	names	should	be	in	the	record.	

Minutes	are	not,	however,	a	verbatim	transcript	of	the	meeting.		The 
minutes should be a summary that allows a reasonable person to 
understand what was discussed at a meeting. 	If	a	member	wants	to	
make	sure	that	his/her	comments	are	recorded	s/he	should,	when	
speaking	at	the	meeting,	state	“I	would	like	the	record	to	reflect…”		
Sample	meeting	minutes	that	summarize	discussions	without	individ-
ual	member	comments	are	in	the	Appendix.

SUBCOMMITTEES
School	committees	can	use	subcommittees	to	make	more	efficient	
use	of	their	time.	The	most	common	subcommittees	are	Budget;	
Policy;	Buildings	and	Grounds;	Negotiations;	and	Personnel.		Ad	hoc	
subcommittees	that	address	particular	issues	are	often	created	as	
well.		

Subcommittees	can	do	preliminary	work	and	bring	recommendations	
to	the	full	committee.		For	example,	a	Policy	subcommittee	can	work	
with	administrators	to	write	or	revise	policies	and	bring	the	recom-
mended	policies	to	the	full	committee	for	adoption.	An	ad	hoc	sub-
committee	on	redistricting	can	hold	public	forums	and	gather	data	to	
bring	back	to	the	full	committee	with	a	recommended	action.	

Most commonly, the chair appoints members to subcommittees with 
the approval of the full committee.	This	is	a	way	to	share	leadership	
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among	committee	members	and	to	effectively	engage	the	strengths	
and	interests	of	members.		The	chair	should	also	ensure	that	the	re-
sponsibility	of	each	subcommittee	is	clearly	defined	as	well	as	the	
expectation	for	reporting	back	to	the	full	committee.	MASC’s	sample	
policies	regarding	subcommittees	can	be	found	in	the	Appendix.

LEGAL COUNSEL
School	committees	engage	legal	counsel	for	a	variety	of	purposes	
including	general	education	law,	collective	bargaining,	special	educa-
tion,	bonding	and	construction	matters	and	special	litigation.		Often,	
different	lawyers	are	retained	for	different	purposes.		The	superinten-
dent	will	need	access	to	counsel	for	various	confidential	personnel	
matters	and	other	matters	that	fall	under	his/her	management.		In	
these	instances,	there	will	be	information	that	cannot	be	shared	with	
the	committee.		While	the	superintendent	will	need	access,	it	is	impor-
tant	to	remember	that	the	attorney	works	for	and	represents	the	school	
committee.		This	means	that	in	matters	that	may	involve	the	school	
committee	and	the	superintendent,	counsel	represents	and	acts	on	
behalf	of	the	committee.		

Generally, committee access to counsel is through the chair.		Unlim-
ited	access	to	the	school	committee	attorney	can	result	in	significant	
legal	expense.		For	that	reason,	someone	must	manage	access	to	the	
attorney.		MASC	recommends	that	school	committee	members	go	
through	the	chair	before	receiving	authorization	to	call	the	committee’s	
attorney.

OPEN MEETING & PUBLIC RECORDS LAWS
The	chair	and	the	superintendent	should	be	familiar	with	the	Open	
Meeting	Law	to	ensure	it	is	appropriately	followed	by	the	committee.		
The	chair	can	play	a	key	role	in	helping	committee	members	avoid	run-
ning	afoul	of	the	law.

Everyone	on	the	committee	should	be	aware	of	the	definition	of	a	
“deliberation”	and	avoid	deliberating	on	public	business	outside	of	a	
meeting.		Deliberation	should	occur	only	when	a	quorum	is	present	at	
a	properly	posted	meeting	of	the	committee.		The	committee	should	
also	have	a	clear	understanding	of	the	appropriate	use	of	email	for	
administrative	purposes,	the	dangers	of	the	“reply	all”	button	on	email	
and	the	pitfalls	of	serial	deliberations.	 The committee and superinten-
dent should have developed protocols for email responses to constit-
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uents to avoid violating the Open Meeting Law. (A	copy	of	the	open	
meeting	law	definition	of	“deliberation”	is	included	in	the	Appendix.)

At	the	beginning	of	the	meeting,	the	chair	should	determine	if	anyone	
is	recording	the	meeting.		Reporters	often	use	a	recording	device	as	
well	as	taking	notes.		Anyone	who	is	recording	the	meeting	should	let	
the	chair	know	that	they	are	doing	so.	The	chair	must	announce	if	the	
meeting	is	being	recorded	and/or	broadcast.

The chair should be aware of the reasons for holding an Executive 
Session and the limitations on the discussions that can occur in Ex-
ecutive Session. 	The	chair	must	also	know	the	procedure	for	entering	
into	Executive	Session	and	remember	that	all	votes	taken	in	Executive	
Session	must	be	roll	call	votes.		A	checklist	of	the	reasons	for	an	Execu-
tive	Session	is	included	in	the	Appendix.	

Periodically,	or	at	least	annually,	the	chair	and	superintendent	should	
review	Executive	Session	minutes	and	release	those	for	which	there	is	
no	longer	a	reason	to	keep	them	confidential.		There	are	some	min-
utes	which	should	remain	confidential	even	if	it	seems	the	business	
is	concluded.		For	example,	even	though	contract	negotiations	have	
been	completed,	minutes	may	contain	information	or	strategies	that	
will	be	relevant	in	the	next	negotiation.		A	committee	would	not	want	
the	union	to	have	this	information.		There	may	also	be	minutes	where	
some	information	needs	to	be	redacted	to	protect	privacy	or	minutes	
that	will	never	be	appropriate	to	release.		A	hearing	involving	a	stu-
dent	discipline	issue	would	be	one	such	example.

Most	often,	the	secretary	for	the	school	committee	or	superintendent	
will	take	responsibility	for	posting	meetings	and	subcommittee	meet-
ings.		The	chair	should	also	keep	the	secretary	informed	of	any	ad-
ditional	meetings	that	might	arise	so	that	nothing	is	unintentionally	
overlooked.		Workshops	should	be	posted	as	open	meetings.	

THE CHAIR AS SPOKESPERSON
Most	often,	the	chair	is	the	spokesperson	for	the	school	committee	
and	represents	the	committee	at	certain	school	events.		In dealing 
with the media and with the public, it is important to remember that 
the chair represents the committee and not his or her own views. 	The	
chair	can	explain	the	votes	and	decisions	the	committee	has	made	
and	the	rationale	behind	those	votes.		S/he	can	talk	about	ongoing	
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committee	work,	but	should	be	wary	of	making	predictions	about	out-
comes.		Some	pointers	on	facing	the	media	are	included	in	the	Appen-
dix.

FINAL WORDS
School	committees	have	the	responsibility	to	represent	the	vision	and	
values	of	the	community	as	they	work	toward	continuous	improvement	
of	student	achievement	within	their	district.		The	chair,	the	“Servant	of	
the	Assembly,”	has	the	responsibility	of	guiding	the	committee’s	work—
not	a	small	or	a	simple	task.		We	hope	this	guide	provides	chairs	with	
helpful	information	as	they	fulfill	their	roles.		Please	feel	free	to	contact	
MASC	for	any	additional	information	or	resources.
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APPENDIX  
•	What	Protocols	Cover

•	Sample	Operating	Protocols

•	Governance	Rubric

•	Guidelines	for	Staff	Reports	to	the	School	Committee

•	Policies	for	Public	Comment	Period

•	Policies	for	Subcommittees	

•	Sample	Meeting	Minutes

•	What	Constitutes	a	Deliberation

•	The	Ten	Purposes	for	Executive	Session

•		Checklist	for	Entering	Executive	Session

•	Facing	the	Media:	A	Guide	to	Your	Pending	Interview

•	Simplified	Chart	of	Parliamentary	Procedure



District'Governance'Support'Project'

What'Protocols'Cover'

Who'the'Board'Represents'

• The$board$of$directors$will$represent$the$needs$and$interests$of$all$the$students$in$the$district.$$$

• We$will$strive$to$represent$common$interests$rather$than$factions.$We$will$make$decisions$that$
are$best$for$students$in$all$cases:$all#means$all.$

• We$will$advocate$for$the$[$]$Public$Schools$and$public$education.$We$readily$accept$our$roles$as$
ambassadors$of$the$school$systems,$promoting$support$for$public$education$and$spreading$the$
news$of$our$success.$

How'it'will'conduct'business''

• The$board$will$conduct$its$business$through$a$set$agenda.$Emerging$items$will$be$addressed$in$
subsequent$meetings$through$agenda$items.$$

• We$acknowledge$that$a$School$Committee$meeting$is$a$meeting$of$the$School$Committee$that$is$
held$in$public—not$a$public$meeting,$and$we$will$make$every$effort$to$ensure$that$the$
Committee$meetings$are$effective$and$efficient$$$

• We$will$base$our$decisions$upon$available$facts,$vote$our$convictions,$avoid$bias,$and$uphold$and$
support$the$decisions$of$the$majority$of$the$School$Committee$once$a$decision$is$made.$$$

• The$Board$will$debate$the$issues,$not$one$another.$$

• We$will$build$trusting$relationships.$$

• We$will$respect$staff$and$fellow$board$members$at$all$times.$$

• We$will$work$to$build$trust$between$and$among$SC$members$and$the$sup$by$treating$everyone$
with$dignity$and$respect,$even$in$times$of$disagreement$

How'it'will'communicate'

• The$Superintendent$and$the$School$Committee$recognize$the$importance$of$proactive$
communication$and$agree$that$there$will$be$no$surprises.$If$SC$members$have$questions$or$
concerns,$they$agree$to$contact$the$Superintendent$well$in$advance$of$a$meeting.$$$$

• SC$members$will$channel$requests$for$information$through$the$superintendent$and$School$
Committee$Chair$rather$than$directly$to$staff.$The$Superintendent$will$ensure$that$each$member$
has$equal$access$to$this$information.$$

• We$will$recognize$a$single$official$“voice”$of$the$board.$$



How'it'will'improve'

• The$board$will$provide$continuing$education$opportunities$and$support$to$each$other.$$$

• School$Committee$members$agree$to$participate$in$formal$training$organized$by$the$

superintendent$and$the$School$Committee$chairperson$….$$$

• All$new$SC$members$will$be$assigned$a$SC$mentor$and$will$participate$in$a$SC$orientation$

session.$$

• We$will$model$continuous$learning$in$our$roles$as$members$of$the$governance$team.$

What'are'the'limits'of'power'

• It$is$the$responsibility$of$the$Superintendent$to$oversee$the$hiring$evaluation$and$handling$of$

personnel$issues;$it$is$the$responsibility$of$the$Committee$to$evaluate$the$Superintendent’s$

effectiveness$in$these$matters.$'$

• We$will$recognize$that$authority$rests$only$with$the$majority$decisions$of$the$SC$and$will$make$

no$independent$commitments$or$take$any$independent$actions$that$may$compromise$the$

School$Committee$as$a$whole.$$$

• We$will$follow$the$chain$of$command$and$direct$others$to$do$the$same.$Personnel$complaints$

and$concerns$will$be$directed$to$the$superintendent.$$

• We$will$not$use$our$positions$for$personal$or$partisan$gain.$

What'happens'when'things'go'wrong'

• Board$members$will$work$together$to$clarify$and$restate$discussions$in$order$to$strive$for$full$

understanding.$

• We$recognize$the$importance$of$honoring$our$agreed$upon$[operating$principles]$and$we$agree$

to$take$responsibility$for$reminding$one$another$when$we$get$off$track.$

• We$will$maintain$fidelity$to$these$commitments$and$will$be$held$accountable$by$our$fellow$

School$Committee$members$should$any$one$of$us$fail$to$live$up$to$these$commitments.$If$a$SC$

members$or$superintendent$violates$any$of$the$above$mentioned$commitments$in$any$way,$

he/she$will$be$referred$to$the$Chair.$$



TEWKSBURY SCHOOL COMMITTEE 

PROTOCOLS
For the purpose of enhancing teamwork among members of the School Committee and between our School 
Committee and administration, we, the members of the Tewksbury School Committee, do hereby publicly 
commit ourselves collectively and individually to the following operating protocols:

The School Committee will represent the needs and interests of 1. ALL the children in our district.

The School Committee will lead by example and work to build trust. We agree to avoid words and  2. 
actions that create a negative impression of an individual, the School Committee, or the district. While  
we encourage debate and differing points of view, we will speak with care and respect.

Surprises to the School Committee or the superintendent will be the exception, not the rule. We agree 3. 
to ask the School Committee Chair or the Superintendent to place an item on the agenda instead of  
bringing it up unexpectedly at a meeting.

The School Committee will help establish the vision, create policies and assure accountability.  The 4. 
Superintendent will manage the schools and staff.

The School Committee will speak to the issues on the agenda, not engage in inappropriate debate.  5. 
Facts and information needed from the administration will be referred to the Superintendent.

Communications between staff and the School Committee are encouraged. School Committee requests 6. 
of staff are to be directed to the Superintendent.

All personnel complaints and criticisms received by the School Committee or its individual members 7. 
will be directed to the Superintendent.

The School Committee will encourage others to follow the district Chain of Communication policy.8. 

The School Committee will consider research, best practice, public input and financial impacts in their 9. 
decision making.

The Superintendent is the Chief Executive Officer responsible for the day-to-day operations of the  10. 
district and for advising the School Committee on items that come before it.

When executive sessions are held, School Committee Members will honor the confidentiality of the 11. 
discussions.

The School Committee and Superintendent will facilitate goal setting for the school district.12. 

Individual School Committee Members do not have authority. Only the School Committee as a whole 13. 
has authority.  We agree that an individual School Committee Member will not take unilateral action.

When School Committee Members attend meetings of other committees or boards as liaisons from 14. 
the School Committee, they will be speaking as individuals and not for the Committee except when  
reporting a decision of the majority of the School Committee.





Governance)Rubric)for)Continuous)Improvement)
)

) )))1" 2" 3" 4"

Goals) The)district)has)no)annual)
goals)for)improving)
student)outcomes.))

The)SUP)and)the)SC)have)
agreed)on)goals)for)the)
district)but)they)are)not)
discussed)that)often.)The)
goals)may)not)have)been)
voted)on)by)the)full)board.)
)
)

The)SC)and)SUP)have)
agreed,)and)voted)on)
goals)and)they)are)
posted)on)the)website.)
Once)a)year)they)are)
used)by)the)SC)to)
evaluate)the)SUP)

The)SC)and)SUP)have)agreed)on)goals)and)
the)SUP)has)used)them)in)creating)an)
improvement)strategy)for)the)district.))The)
goals)are)a)frequent)topic)of)discussion)in)
the)school)community,)and)at)SC)meetings,)
where)they)often)drive)budget)decisions)
and)other)policies.))))))

Operating)
Protocols)

Individual)members)and)
the)SUP)communicate)
separately)based)on)
personal)relationships)and)
prior)traditions.))Some)
members)may)feel)left)out;)
or)speak)negatively)in)
public)about)each)
members)and)the)board’s)
decisions.)

Because)of)some)tension)on)
the)board,)the)
superintendent)and)some)
members)of)the)SC)have)
talked)about)making)some)
rules)for)working)together,)
but)they)may)not)be)written)
down)and)have)not)come)to)
a)vote.)))

The)SUP)and)the)SC)
Chair)have)developed)
some)guidelines)for)
how)the)SC)and)SUP)
will)work)and)
communicate)with)
each)other)and)with)
the)public.))Not)all)
members)follow)them,)
however,)and)this)
sometimes)causes)
problems.)

The)SC)and)the)SUP)have)agreed)to,)and)put)
in)writing,)operating)protocols)for)the)board)
and)they)are)followed)most)of)the)time.)
Periodically,)the)SC)and)SUP)come)together)
to)talk)about)how)they)are)working)and)to)
make)adjustments.)Problems)are)addressed)
in)private)conversations)or)in)informal)
workshops)or)retreats.)The)level)of)trust)
between)members)and)the)superintendent)
is)high.)

Meetings) Meetings)are)not)well)
planned,)are)long)and)
sometimes)contentious.))
Very)little)time)is)spent)
talking)about)student)
achievement.)Members)
feel)free)to)bring)up)new)
proposals)at)meetings,)
surprising)other)members)
and)the)SUP.)Some)
members)dominate)and)
meetings)often)get)“stuck”)
due)to)personal)agendas.)))

In)general,)the)SUP)and)SC)
Chair)set)the)agenda)and)
surprises)are)kept)to)a)
minimum.)However,)when)
there)is)a)major)
improvement)initiative,)
meetings)can)be)long)and)
contentious.)Engaging)the)
community)in)the)decision,)
while)desired,)is)not)typical.))))

The)SUP)and)SC)have)
an)agreement)on)how)
the)agenda)will)be)set,)
and)student)outcomes)
are)often)discussed.)
The)SUP)will)schedule)
a)special)meeting)if)
he/she)needs)to)
discuss)a)major)
initiative)in)advance)of)
a)major)decision.))

Meeting)agendas)are)set)well)in)advance)
and)often)feature)a)presentation)related)to)
the)school)district’s)improvement)agenda.)
Difficult)decisions)are)often)discussed)in)
informal)meetings)well)before)votes.)The)SC)
and)SUP)work)together)to)include)the)
community)in)major)decisions,)and)make)
use)of)task)forces)and)other)joint)
committees)to)explore)options.)

Monitoring) The)SC)is)only)aware)of)the)
district’s)progress)in)
student)outcomes)when)
the)SUP)informs)them.)The)
data)that)is)presented)is)
limited)or)random)and)
there)is)no)clarity)about)
which)data)or)measures)
should)be)a)priority.)

The)SC)and)the)SUP)review)
state)test)scores)once)a)year)
as)well)as)data)that)
individual)members)may)be)
interested)in,)but)there)is)
little)sense)how)these)
numbers)connect)to)district)
improvement)initiatives)and)
the)SC)has)few)means)for)
holding)the)SUP)accountable)
for)student)outcomes.)

The)SC)and)SUP)
periodically)review)
student)outcome)data)
when)working)on)the)
budget)or)at)
evaluation)time.)There)
is)general)agreement)
on)what)data)is)
important)to)track.)

The)SC)and)SUP)have)agreed)on)a)set)of)
measures)to)judge)the)success)of)the)
superintendent’s)strategy)and)other)goals)
the)community)has)for)its)students.)These)
are)made)easily)assessable)in)a)“data)
dashboard”)or)similar)means,)and)meeting)
agendas)are)planned)to)periodically)review)
data)and)to)discuss)progress.)When)the)time)
comes)to)evaluate)the)SUP,)the)SC)has)a)
clear)sense)on)what)has)been)accomplished)
and)what)has)not;)and)why.)

)Community)
Engagement)

Decisions)are)made)in)a)
vacuum.)There)is)no)public)
comment)period,)public)
engagement)or)other)
opportunity)for)the)
community)members)and)
stakeholders)to)engage)the)
SC.))
There)is)little)or)no)
interest)in)feedback)from)
others.)
)

The)SC)has)authorized)
strategies)for)feedback,)
including)public)forums,)
public)comment)periods)
and)district)climate)surveys.)
Policies)on)public)input)are)
clear)and)accessible.)

The)SC)uses)feedback)
to)inform)budget,)
policy)and)planning.))
Regularly)avenues)for)
communication)are)
scheduled,)promoted)
and)conducted)in)a)
way)to)encourage)
public)input)and)
followTup,)especially)
around)big)decisions.)

The)community)expects)and)appreciates)
that)the)SC)will)engage)stakeholders)and)
other)citizens)in)discussion)and)in)search)of)
feedback)to)make)important)decisions.))
There)is)a)communication)plan)or)policy)
and)the)district)enjoys)a)positive)image)in)
the)community.)))

)
Source:)District)Governance)Support)Project,)Massachusetts)Association)of)School)Committee)



Guidelines)for)Staff)Reports)to)the)School)Committee)

Melrose)School)Committee)

Below&you&will&find&guiding&questions&to&be&considered&when&creating&a&
presentation&to&the&School&Committee.&&Where&possible,&please&work&the&answers&to&
these&questions&directly&into&your&presentation&

1.)Define)the)issue)or)question.)What&is&the&key&question&for&which&we&are&seeking&
answers?&What&is&the&core&problem&we&are&trying&to&solve?&How&does&it&relate&to&our&
district&goals&or&student&achievement?&

2.)Provide)brief)overview/background)information.)What&are&our&current&
practices&in&this&area?&What&is&working?&What&are&the&challenges?&Are&there&
deadlines&involved?&What&data&do&we&have&to&show&this?&

3.)Provide)recommendations.)What&changes&are&being&proposed?&What&
alternatives&are&there?&Who&will&be&involved?&What&would&be&the&timeline?&

4.)Provide)budget)implications.)How&much&will&this&change&cost&or&save?&How&can&
we&demonstrate&that&this&action&is&an&effective&use&of&resources?&

5.)Provide)a)statement)of)impact.)How&will&this&action&improve&student&
achievement/student&behavior?&How&will&it&impact&our&climate/culture?&How&will&it&
help&us&achieve&our&goals?&How&will&we&measure&the&impact?&

6.)Identify)potential)policy)implications.)Do&we&need&to&add,&change&or&remove&
policies&or&procedures&to&take&this&action?&

7.))Plan)a)succinct,)timed,)and)explicit)presentation.))Make&effective&use&of&slides.&
Assume&that&the&audience&has&read&and&understands&your&slides&and&all&provided&
information,&so&you&do&not&need&to&repeat&it.&&Who&will&speak&to&the&topic?&&How&long&
has&been&allotted&for&the&presentation?&&What&kind&of&questions&can&be&anticipated?&
How&long&has&been&allotted&for&questions&and&answers?&

All)presentations)are)due)to)the)Superintendent’s)Office)two)weeks)prior)to)
the)actual)school)meeting)presentation.))Please)send)the)presentation)as)an)
electronic)file)in)case)revisions)need)to)be)made.)))

Adapted&From&The)Essential)School)Board)Book,)Walser&(2009)&p.&83&

Feb&26,&2014&&

&



File:  BEDH 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AT SCHOOL COMMITTEE MEETINGS 

All regular and special meetings of the School Committee shall be open to the public. Executive 
sessions will be held only as prescribed by the Statutes of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 

The School Committee desires citizens of the District to attend its meetings so that they may 
become better acquainted with the operations and the programs of our local public schools.  In 
addition, the Committee would like the opportunity to hear the wishes and ideas of the public. 

In order that all citizens who wish to be heard before the Committee have a chance and to ensure 
the ability of the Committee to conduct the District's business in an orderly manner, the 
following rules and procedures are adopted: 

1.  At the start of each regularly scheduled School Committee meeting, individuals or 
group representatives will be invited to address the Committee.  The Chairperson shall 
determine the length of the public participation segment. 

2.  Speakers will be allowed three (3) minutes to present their material.  The presiding 
Chairperson may permit extension of this time limit. 

3.  Topics for discussion must be limited to those items listed on the School Committee 
meeting agenda for that evening. 

4.  Improper conduct and remarks will not be allowed.  Defamatory or abusive remarks 
are always out of order.  If a speaker persists in improper conduct or remarks, the 
Chairperson may terminate that individual’s privilege of address. 

5.  All remarks will be addressed through the Chairperson of the meeting. 

6.  Speakers may offer such objective criticisms of the school operations and programs as 
concern them, but in public session the Committee will not hear personal complaints of 
school personnel nor against any member of the school community.  Under most 
circumstances, administrative channels are the proper means for disposition of legitimate 
complaints involving staff members. 

7.  Written comments longer than three (3) minutes may be presented to the Committee 
before or after the meeting for the Committee members’ review and consideration at an 
appropriate time. 

SOURCE:  MASC 

!



File:  BEDH-E 

GUIDELINES FOR PUBLIC COMMENT 

A School Committee Meeting is a meeting of a government body at which members of the body 
deliberate over public business. We welcome the attendance of members of the school district 
community to view your School Committee as it conducts its regular business meeting. 

Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 30A Section 20(f) governs public participation at open 
meetings covering all public bodies. 

Chapter 30A:20 [Notice, Remote Participation, Public Participation, Certification] 

(f) No person shall address a meeting of a public body without permission of the chair, 
and all persons shall, at the request of the chair, be silent. No person shall disrupt the 
proceedings of a meeting of a public body. If, after clear warning from the chair, a 
person continues to disrupt the proceedings, the chair may order the person to withdraw 
from the meeting and if the person does not withdraw, the chair may authorize a 
constable or other officer to remove the person from the meeting. 

The School Committee believes that the school district community should have an opportunity to 
comment to the Committee on issues that affect the school district and are within the scope of the 
Committee’s responsibilities.  Therefore the Committee has set aside a period of time at each 
School Committee meeting to hear from the public. In addition, if the Committee believes that an 
issue requires a dialogue with the school district community, the Committee may schedule a 
separate public hearing on that issue. 

Any citizen who wishes to make a presentation to the School Committee on an item which is of 
interest to him/her and within the scope of the Committee’s responsibilities may request to be 
placed on the agenda for a particular meeting.  Such request should be in writing and should be 
received by the Superintendent of Schools at least one week prior to the date of the 
meeting.  Such request should contain background statements which would explain the scope and 
intent of the agenda item. The Chair of the Committee works with the Superintendent to 
formulate the meeting agendas. Together they will determine whether or not to place an item on 
the agenda and if the item is to be taken up they will also determine when to place an item on the 
agenda and all parameters to be required of the presenter. 

Here are the general rules for the Committee’s public comment period: 

1.  Public Comment shall be for a period of 20 minutes and shall generally follow the 
opening of the meeting.  The Committee reserves the right to rearrange its agenda to 
accommodate scheduled presenters.  

2.  Any citizen wishing to speak before the Committee shall identify themselves by name 
and address and shall speak for no longer than 3 minutes.  No citizen may speak more 



than once without permission of the Chair.  All citizens shall speak to the full Committee 
through the Chair and shall not address individual members or administrators. 

3.  Individuals may address topics on the agenda, items specified for public comment, or 
items within the scope of responsibility of the School Committee. The Chair shall rule 
out of order any individual who fails to honor the guidelines or who addresses a matter 
inappropriate for public comment. 

4.  Any Committee member may direct questions to the speaker through the Chair in 
order to clarify comments of the speaker.  

SOURCE:  MASC 

!
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File: BDE 
 

SUBCOMMITTEES OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE 
 
 
The School Committee shall appoint members to subcommittees at their annual organizational meeting 
for a period of one year.  These subcommittees may be created for a specific purpose and to make 
recommendations for Committee action. 
 

1. The subcommittee will be established through action of the Committee. 
 

2. The Committee chairperson, subject to approval by the Committee, will appoint the 
subcommittee chairperson and its members. 

 
3. The subcommittee will be provided with a list of its functions and duties. 

 
4. The subcommittee may make recommendations for Committee action, but it may not act for the 

School Committee. 
 

5. All subcommittees of the School Committee are subject to the provisions of the Open Meeting 
Law. 

 
 
SOURCE: MASC 
 
LEGAL REF.:  M.G.L. 30A:18-25 
 
CROSS REF.:  BEC, Executive Sessions 
 

NOTE:  Include in this category statements on Committees made up of School Committee 
members (but not advisory committees to the School Committee). 
 
The cross reference on the above policy is to a related policy in this manual.  The open 
meeting law, and its exceptions, applies to both School Committee meetings and meetings 
of the subcommittees of the School Committee; thus this cross-reference is necessary. 

 
If School Committee policy permits standing subcommittees, the current standing 
subcommittees should be included in the policy, and regulations may be needed on their 
duties and operations. Or, the duties of specific Committees sometimes are included as an 
informational document coded BDE-E. 



Massachusetts Association of School Committees - 2011 
 

  
File: BDF 

 
ADVISORY COMMITTEES TO THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE 

 
 
The following general policies will govern the appointment and functioning of advisory committees to 
the School Committee other than the student advisory committee, which is governed by the terms of the 
Massachusetts General Laws. 

1. Advisory committees may be created by the School Committee to serve as task forces for special 
purposes or to provide continuing consultation in a particular area of activity.  However, there will 
be no standing overall advisory committee to the School Committee. 

2. If an advisory committee is required by state or federal law, its composition and appointment will 
meet all the guidelines established for that particular type of committee. 

3. The composition of task forces and any other advisory committees will be broadly representative and 
take into consideration the specific tasks assigned to the committee.  Members of the professional 
staff may be appointed to the committee as members or consultants, as found desirable. 

4. Appointments to such committees will be made by the Committee; appointment of staff members to 
such committees will be made by the School Committee upon recommendation of the 
Superintendent. 

5. Tenure of committee members will be one year only unless the member is reappointed. 

6. Each committee will be clearly instructed as to: 

a. The length of time each member is being asked to serve. 

b. The assignment the School Committee wishes the committee to fulfill and the extent and 
limitations of its responsibilities. 

c. The resources the School Committee will provide. 

d. The approximate dates on which the School Committee wishes to receive major reports. 

e. School Committee policies governing citizens, committees and the relationship of these 
committees to the School Committee as a whole, individual School Committee members, the 
Superintendent, and other members of the professional staff. 

f. Responsibilities for the release of information to the press. 

7. Recommendations of committees will be based upon research and fact. 

8. The School Committee possesses certain legal powers and prerogatives that cannot be delegated or 
surrendered to others.  Therefore, all recommendations of an advisory committee must be submitted 
to the School Committee. 
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File: BDF 
 

9. Advisory committees created under this policy are subject to the provisions of the Open Meeting 
Law. 

 
The Committee will have the sole power to dissolve any of its advisory committees and will reserve the 
right to exercise this power at any time during the life of any committee. 
 
 
SOURCE: MASC 
 
LEGAL REF.:  M.G.L. 30A:18-25 
 
CROSS REF.:  JIB, Student Involvement in Decision-making 
 

NOTE:  This category is for filing a general policy on advisory committees made up 
entirely or largely of non-school personnel. Supporting regulations may be needed. 

 
If there is a general staff advisory committee for making all types of recommendations to 
the School Committee, statements about the advisory committee would be filed in ABB 
(Also GBB), Staff Involvement in Decision making.  However,  statements about staff 
committees that function in special areas, or groups composed only of administrators, are 
better filed elsewhere and cross referenced from here or from ABB, as appropriate. 

 
The cross reference on the above policy is to a closely related topic, which pertains to the 
student advisory committee required by law. 
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What constitutes a deliberation? 

The Open Meeting Law defines deliberation as "an oral or written communication through any 
medium, including electronic mail, between or among a quorum of a public body on any public 
business within its jurisdiction." Distribution of a meeting agenda, scheduling or procedural 
information, or reports or documents that may be discussed at a meeting is often helpful to public 
body members when preparing for upcoming meetings and will generally not constitute 
deliberation, provided that when these materials are distributed no member of the public body 
expresses an opinion on matters within the body's jurisdiction.  

To be a deliberation, the communication must involve a quorum of the public body. A quorum is 
usually a simple majority of the members of a public body. Thus, a communication among fewer 
than a quorum of the members of a public body will not be a deliberation, unless there are 
multiple communications among the members of the public body that together constitute 
communication among a quorum of members. Courts have held that the Open Meeting Law 
applies when members of a public body communicate in a manner that seeks to evade the 
application of the law. Thus, in some circumstances, communications between two members of a 
public body, when taken together with other communications, may be a deliberation. Note also 
that the expression of an opinion on matters within the body's jurisdiction to a quorum of a 
public body is a deliberation, even if no other public body member responds. 

www.mass.gov/ago/openmeeting. 
!



The Ten Purposes for Executive Session 

The law states ten specific Purposes for which an executive session may be held, and emphasizes that 
these are the only purposes for which a public body may enter executive session. 

The ten Purposes for which a public body may vote to hold an executive session are: 

1. To discuss the reputation, character, physical condition or mental health, rather than 
professional competence, of an individual, or to discuss the discipline or dismissal of, or 
complaints or charges brought against, a public officer, employee, staff member or individual. The 
individual to be discussed in such executive session shall be notified in writing by the public 
body at least 48 hours prior to the proposed executive session; provided, however, that 
notification may be waived upon written agreement of the parties. 

This Purpose is designed to protect the rights and reputation of individuals. Nevertheless, it appears that 
where a public body is discussing an employee evaluation, considering applicants for a position, or 
discussing the qualifications of any individual, these discussions should be held in open session to the 
extent that the discussion deals with issues other than the reputation, character, health, or any complaints 
or charges against the individual. An executive session called for this Purpose triggers certain rights on 
the part of an individual who is the subject of the discussion. The individual's right to choose to have this 
discussion in an open meeting takes precedence over the right of the public body to go into executive 
session. 

While the imposition of disciplinary sanctions by a public body on an individual fits within this Purpose, 
this Purpose does not apply if, for example, the public body is deciding whether to lay off a large number 
of employees because of budgetary constraints. 

2. To conduct strategy sessions in preparation for negotiations with nonunion personnel or to 
conduct collective bargaining sessions or contract negotiations with nonunion personnel; 

Collective Bargaining Sessions: These include not only the bargaining sessions, but also include 
grievance hearings that are required by a collective bargaining agreement. 

While a public body may agree on terms with individual non-union personnel in executive session, the 
final vote to execute such agreements must be taken by the public body in open session. In contrast, a 
public body may approve final terms and execute a collective bargaining agreement with a union in 
executive session, but should promptly disclose the agreement in open session following its execution. 

3. To discuss strategy with respect to collective bargaining or litigation if an open meeting may 
have a detrimental effect on the bargaining or litigating position of the public body and the chair 
so declares; 

Collective Bargaining Strategy:  Discussions with respect to collective bargaining strategy include 
discussion of proposals for wage and benefit packages or working conditions for union employees.  The 
public body, if challenged, has the burden of proving that an open meeting might have a detrimental effect 
on its bargaining position.  The showing that must be made is that an open discussion may have a 



detrimental effect on the collective bargaining process; the body is not required to demonstrate or specify 
a definite harm that would have arisen.  At the time the executive session is proposed and voted on, the 
chair must state on the record that having the discussion in an open session may be detrimental to the 
public body’s bargaining or litigating position. 

Litigation Strategy: Discussions concerning strategy with respect to ongoing litigation obviously fit within 
this Purpose, but only if an open meeting may have a detrimental effect on the litigating position of the 
public body. Discussions relating to potential litigation are not covered by this exemption unless that 
litigation is clearly and imminently threatened or otherwise demonstrably likely. That a person is 
represented by counsel and supports a position adverse to the public body's does not by itself mean that 
litigation is imminently threatened or likely. Nor does the fact that a newspaper reports a party has 
threatened to sue necessarily mean imminent litigation. 

Note: A public body's discussions with its counsel do not automatically fall under this or any other 
Purpose for holding an executive session. 

4. To discuss the deployment of security personnel or devices, or strategies with respect thereto; 

5. To investigate charges of criminal misconduct or to consider the filing of criminal complaints; 

This Purpose permits an executive session to investigate charges of criminal misconduct and to consider 
the filing of criminal complaints.  Thus, it primarily involves discussions that would precede the formal 
criminal process in court.  Purpose 1 is related, in that it permits an executive session to discuss certain 
complaints or charges, which may include criminal complaints or charges, but only those that have 
already been brought.  Also, unlike Purpose 5, Purpose 1 confers certain rights of participation on the 
individual involved, as well as the right for the individual to insist that the discussion occur in open 
session.  To the limited extent that there is overlap between Purposes 1 and 5, a public body has 
discretion to choose which Purpose to invoke when going into executive session. 

6. To consider the purchase, exchange, lease or value of real property if the chair declares that an 
open meeting may have a detrimental effect on the negotiating position of the public body; 

Under this Purpose, as with the collective bargaining and litigation Purpose, an executive session may 
only be held where an open meeting may have a detrimental impact on the body's negotiating position 
with a third party. At the time that the executive session is proposed and voted on, the chair must state on 
the record that having the discussion in an open session may be detrimental to the public body's 
negotiating position. 

7. To comply with, or act under the authority of, any general or special law or federal grant-in-aid 
requirements; 

There may be provisions in state statutes or federal grants that require or specifically allow a public body 
to consider a particular issue in a closed session.  Before entering executive session under this purpose, 
the public body must cite the specific law or federal grant-in-aid requirement that necessitates 
confidentiality.  



8. To consider or interview applicants for employment or appointment by a preliminary screening 
committee if the chair declares that an open meeting will have a detrimental effect in obtaining 
qualified applicants; provided, however, that this clause shall not apply to any meeting, including 
meetings of a preliminary screening committee, to consider and interview applicants who have 
passed a prior preliminary screening; 

This Purpose permits a hiring subcommittee of a public body or a preliminary screening committee to 
conduct the initial screening process in executive session.  This Purpose does not apply to any stage in 
the hiring process after the screening committee or subcommittee votes to recommend candidates to its 
parent body, however it may include multiple rounds of interviews by the screening committee aimed at 
narrowing the group of applicants down to finalists.  At the time that the executive session is proposed 
and voted on, the chair must state on the record that having the discussion in an open session will be 
detrimental to the public body’s ability to attract qualified applicants for the position. If the public body opts 
to convene a preliminary screening committee, the committee must contain fewer than a quorum of the 
members of the parent public body.  The committee may also contain members who are not members of 
the parent public body. 

Note that a public body is not required to create a preliminary screening committee to consider or 
interview applicants.  However, if the body chooses to conduct the review of applicants itself, it may not 
do so in executive session. 

9. To meet or confer with a mediator, as defined in section 23C of chapter 233, with respect to any 
litigation or decision on any public business within its jurisdiction involving another party, group 
or entity, provided that: 

(i) any decision to participate in mediation shall be made in an open session and the parties, issues 
involved and purpose of the mediation shall be disclosed; and 

(ii) no action shall be taken by any public body with respect to those issues which are the subject of the 
mediation without deliberation and approval for such action at an open session. 

10. To discuss trade secrets or confidential, competitively-sensitive or other proprietary 
information that has been provided under the following circumstances: 

a. in the course of activities conducted by a governmental body as an energy supplier under a license 
granted by the department of public utilities pursuant to G.L. c. 164 § 1F; 

b. in the course of activities conducted as a municipal aggregator under G.L. c. 164 § 134; or 

c. in the course of activities conducted by a cooperative consisting of governmental entities organized 
pursuant to G.L. c. 164 § 136; and 

d. when such governmental body, municipal aggregator or cooperative determines that such disclosure 
will adversely affect its ability to conduct business in relation to other entities making, selling or 
distributing electric power and energy.!



Public Body Checklist for  
Creating and Approving Meeting Minutes 

Issued by the Attorney General’s Division of Open Government – March 12, 2013 
 

 
 

□ Minutes must accurately set forth the date, time, place of the meeting, and a list of the 
members present or absent.  G.L. c. 30A, § 22(a). 
 

□ Minutes must include an accurate summary of the discussion of each subject. See G.L. c. 
30A, § 22(a).  The summary does not need to be a transcript, but should provide enough 
detail so that a member of the public who did not attend the meeting could read the 
minutes and understand what occurred and how the public body arrived at its decisions.   
 

□ The minutes must include a record of all the decisions made and the actions taken at each 
meeting, including a record of all votes.  G.L. c. 30A, § 22(a). 
 

□ The minutes must include a list of all of the documents and other exhibits used by the 
public body during the meeting.  G.L. c. 30A, § 22(a).  Documents and exhibits used at 
the meeting are part of the official record of the session, but do not need to be physically 
attached to the minutes.  See G.L. c. 30A, §§ 22(d), (e).  
 

□ If one or more public body members participated remotely in the meeting, the minutes 
must include the name(s) of the individual(s) participating remotely, and their reason(s) 
under 940 CMR 29.10(5) for remote participation.  940 CMR 29.10(7)(b). 
 

□ If one or more public body members participated remotely in the meeting, the minutes 
must record all votes as roll call votes.  940 CMR 29.10(7)(c). 
 

□ Executive session minutes must record all votes as roll call votes.  G.L. c. 30A, § 22(b). 
 

□ The minutes must be approved in a timely manner.  G.L. c. 30A, § 22(c).  Generally, this 
should occur at the next meeting of the public body.   
 
 

 
 
 
Note that this checklist is intended as an educational guide, and does not constitute proof of 

compliance with the Open Meeting Law.  Checklists are updated periodically, so please 
confirm that you are using the most current version.  For questions, please contact the 

Attorney General’s Division of Open Government at 617-963-2540 or via email at 
openmeeting@state.ma.us.  For more information on the Open Meeting Law, please visit 

www.mass.gov/ago/openmeeting. 

mailto:openmeeting@state.ma.us
http://www.mass.gov/ago/openmeeting
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Simplified Chart
of Parliamentary Motions

Motion Debatable Amendable Vote Required

8. Adjourn No No Majority

7. Recess No Yes Majority

6. Close debate No No 2/3

5. Postpone definitely Yes Yes Majority

4. Refer to committee Yes Yes Majority

3. Amend the amendment Yes No Majority

2. Amend or substitute Yes Yes Majority

1. Main motion (resolution) Yes Yes Majority

Reconsider Yes No Majority

Rescind Yes Yes Majority

(with notice)

Motions dealing with general conduct of meeting
No order of precedence

Point of order No No None

Parliamentary inquiry No No None

Appeal from the decision

of the chair Yes No Majority

Division of the assembly No No None

Suspend the rules No No 2/3

Divide a motion No Yes Majority

Withdraw or modify a motion No No Majority

From Notes and Comments on Roberts’ Rules, by Jon Ericson

 



Chart of Parliamentary Motions

Requires Vote 
Motion second Debatable Amendable required

Privileged motions

14. Fix the time to which to adjourn Yes No Yes Majority

13. Adjourn Yes No No Majority

12. Recess Yes No Yes Majority

11. Raise a question of  privilege No No No None

10. Call for the orders of the day No No No None

Subsidiary motions

9. Lay on the table Yes No No Majority

8. Call for the previous question Yes No No 2/3

7. Limit or extend limits of debate Yes No Yes 2/3

6. Postpone definitely Yes Yes Yes Majority

5. Refer to committee Yes Yes Yes Majority

4. Amend the amendment Yes Yes No Majority

3. Amend or substitute Yes Yes Yes Majority

2. Postpone indefinitely Yes Yes No Majority

Main motions

1. Original

Main motion (resolution) Yes Yes Yes Majority

Bring a question again

Reconsider Yes Yes No Majority

Take from the table Yes No No Majority

Rescind Yes Yes Yes Majority

(with notice)

Incidental motions (no order of precedence)

Parliamentary inquiry No No No None

Point of order No No No None

Appeal from decision of the chair Yes Yes No Majority

Division of an assembly No No No None

Suspend the rules Yes No No 2/3

Modify or withdraw a motion No No No Majority

Divide a motion Yes No Yes Majority

Point of information No No No None

Create a blank Yes No No Majority

Object to consideration No No No 2/3


